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Abstract
Teaching young teens about sexually
transmitted infections through mobile gaming
The goal of this thesis is to create a digital game for mobile devices that aims
to teach basic sex education on the topic of sexually transmitted infections
to players from the ages of 13 to 15. Players of different ages may also benefit
from playing the game. In the game, players become a guardian angel who
must make sure their sexually active human charges stay healthy and alive. This
becomes challenging as there is a Monster intent on eating your human charges
by infecting the humans that come into contact with your human charges with
sexually transmitted infections. Players, as the guardian angel, must use tools
available to them (condoms, vaccinations, checkups, cures and treatments) to

STD vs STI
STD and STI are two terms that often
mean the same thing — but the “D”
stands for “disease,” while the “I” stands
for “infection”. Medically, infections are
only called diseases when they cause
symptoms, and many STIs don’t have
any symptoms¹.

ensure their charges stay in good health until they manage to starve the Monster
to its demise. By using colorful and minimalistic visualizations, Tap That
aims to turn a difficult topic into something that is more approachable
and appealing to teenage audiences in hopes that they will learn
enough from it to engage in safe sex when the time comes.
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I grew up in North America until the age of fourteen, when my parents
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decided to move the family back to China where I would spend the rest of
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my teenage years. Fortunately, before I moved back to China, I was able to
have an awkward class or two on the subject of sex education. In China, from
middle school all the way up to my years in undergrad, the closest thing I
received to sex education was a text-heavy pamphlet the size of my hand
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shoved underneath my university dorm room door, along with a few takeout
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menus. Needless to say, my fellow classmates and I tossed the sex education
pamphlets into the trash and kept the takeout menus.
The lack of decent sex education in China is a problem and has been for a very
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When the Communists came to power in 1949, talking about sex
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became strictly taboo. It was erased from public life, especially
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gender-neutral Mao jackets and all energy was directed towards the
revolutionary cause.
This changed during China's opening up period starting in the mid1970s. As years of state-sponsored puritanism began to dissolve, the
first sex education courses were instated in Shanghai, in 1981. The
same year saw the Ministry of Education announcing sex ed classes
would be established in all middle schools throughout the country.
Even then, the government preached abstention over indulgence. For
example, the 1988 sex education charter warned adolescents of the
dangers of premarital sex.
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Ultimately, a prudish attitude prevails and as yet no standardized and

study found that a quarter of under-17-year-olds who got pregnant had

authoritative teaching materials have been issued on the topic.

used some form of birth control.6

The government approach dovetails with its concerns over "polluted" and

Abortion is common in China. In fact, with China’s one child policy, it's even

"unhealthy" material: References to sex, including kissing, are constantly

encouraged. It is not uncommon for women to repeatedly get abortions, as

edited out of public life, such as the sex scenes cut from Ang Lee's "Lust,

a study of 79,174 Chinese women from the ages of 13-58 who terminated

Caution" or more recently, the censoring of an on-stage lesbian kiss during

pregnancies in 2013 revealed that 35% were first time abortions, 37% were

the 2013 Eurovision Song Contest.

doing so for the second time, while 29% for a third time or more7. Whether
multiple abortions can affect fertility is still under debate, but it is safe to say

Educators have also largely ignored what calls the government has made

that poorly executed abortions can cause harm to women. In China, where

to improve sex education. In part, teachers are too embarrassed to cover

population is at a high, abortions are common and quickly executed. Health

the subject, but primarily they concentrate on meeting their own academic

care is lacking, and if you are a young teenage girl who is afraid to admit to her

targets. Sex is not a subject tested in the all-important university entrance

parents that she’s been secretly dating someone, much less is accidentally

exam and teachers have little incentive to emphasize the subject.

pregnant, it is easy to stumble upon dubious abortion procedures that may
lead to potential health risks.

… Parents spur this on, pressuring their children to concentrate on
academics above all else. … Confucian thought doesn't encourage open

In the United States, where views on sex are much more open than in

discussion of sex. As a popular saying goes: "Lust is the worst of all wicked

China, things aren’t much better. Due to a mixture of political, religious and

things; Filial piety is the best of all good things."2

commercial reasons, sex education policies vary from state to state and
despite sex education is available to some extent, many schools and programs

Despite society’s stress on no sex before marriage, it still happens. A 2012 study

focus only on teaching teens to abstain from sex. Abstinence-only programs

found that more than 70% of Chinese people have sex before marriage3. However,

have not been proven to help teens delay sex for a significant period of

a lack of sex education means that many are not protecting themselves, resulting

time, help them decrease their number of sex partners, or reduce STI and

in high abortion rates and a rise in sexually transmitted infections4.

pregnancy rates. Students who participated in abstinence-only programs
were no more likely to abstain from sex than other students8. Also, curricula

One of my dearest friends is one of these people that make up these statistics.

used by abstinence-only programs tend to distort information about the

She’s also one of the sweetest people I know. As a teenager, all she wanted to

effectiveness of contraceptives, misrepresent the risks of abortion, blur

do was make her then-boyfriend happy and if he wanted to have sex without

religion and science, treat stereotypes about girls and boys as scientific fact

a condom because it didn’t feel good, she let him. She was never taught that

and contain basic scientific errors.

it was alright to say no. In his ignorance, he thought simply pulling out would
work, but it didn’t. Shortly after their doomed relationship, my friend found

Out of the 50 states in the U.S., only 22 states and the District of Columbia

out she was pregnant, and ended up getting an abortion in secret, because not

require public schools teach sex education, only 20 of which mandate sex

only is sex taboo, dating (along with many teenage pastimes that are seen as

education and HIV education. However, only 19 states require that if provided,

distractions from studies) is also not allowed when you’re in high school. She was

sex education must be medically, factually or technically accurate. The

just seventeen.

definition of “medically accurate” can be vague and vary between states9.
Even more appalling is that only 18 out of 50 states require information on

…Because schools don’t talk about love, consent, harassment or abuse

contraception be provided .

and parents rarely talk about sex and relationships with their children,
many Chinese teens turn to the internet [mostly online pornography (and

As a result,

mainly watched by males5)] as well as their own experience to learn about
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sex. However, [pornography is hardly the right place to learn about sex]

…the United States still has the highest teen birth rate in the

and nearly a quarter of all sexually active women under 24 get pregnant

industrialized world. Roughly one in four girls will become pregnant at

by mistake. Half of them don’t use preventive measures, some because

least once by their 20th birthday. Teenage mothers are less likely to

they don’t know anything about them, others because they lack access

finish high school and are more likely than their peers to live in poverty,

to them. Those who do use preventive measures use them wrong: a 2014

depend on public assistance, and be in poor health. Their children
9

are more likely to suffer health and cognitive disadvantages, come in
contact with the child welfare and correctional systems, live in poverty,
drop out of high school and become teen parents themselves. These
costs add up, according to The National Campaign to Prevent Teen and
Unplanned Pregnancy, which estimates that teen childbearing costs
taxpayers at least $9.4 billion annually.11
Adolescents are disproportionately affected by sexually transmitted
infections (STIs). Young people ages 15 to 24 represent 25 percent of the
sexually active population, but acquire half of all new STIs, which amounts
to 9.8 million new cases a year. About 3.2 million adolescent females are
infected with at least one of the most common STIs. Human papillomavirus
is the most common STI among teens; some estimates find that up to
35 percent of teens ages 14 to 19 have HPV. Girls age 15 to 19 have the

GAMES TO THE RESCUE!

highest rates of Gonorrhea and the second highest rate of Chlamydia
of any age group. Young males also get STIs, but their infections often

Middle and high schools in China are demanding, with extreme focus on exams

are undiagnosed and unreported because they are less likely to have

and very controlled schedules. I attended one of the best high schools in the city

symptoms or seek medical care. … In 2011, approximately 24 percent of

I lived in, and when I say best, I mean one of the schools that produced students

new HIV diagnoses were young people age 13 to 24.12

with some of the best exam results city-wide. However our school schedules
were no different from schools across the country. We started class by 7:30 in the

With results such as these, it is doubtless that teenagers - especially young teens

morning with only ten minute breaks in between classes until noon. We then had

- would benefit from medically, factually and technically accurate sex education,

an hour and a half break to eat lunch and take a quick nap and were back in class

no matter how unpleasant the subject may be.

again till 5:40 in the afternoon. Nightly studies began some time around 7:00 at
night and didn’t end till roughly 10:00pm, by then we would have little free time
before crawling into bed to get up at 6:00am the next day to start all over again.
Though we were only supposed to have five days of school a week, by the second
year of middle and high school, we were attending six days of school a week to
prepare for national exams. When we weren’t in school, it wasn’t uncommon to
be attending tutoring sessions to hammer more exam-related knowledge into
our heads. As such, we had very little free time to explore hobbies and interests,
much less learn about something that wasn’t exam-related. It was also very hard
to find the energy to learn about something that wasn’t fun or entertaining with
all the time we spent memorizing facts and equations.
However, we did have brief moments where we could indulge in a little bit of
fun. Mobile devices helped a lot. We could play games and watch videos while
we waited for buses, sneak phones into school and play between class - or if you
were a bit more gutsy, during class - and also private moments in the bathroom.
Time filler games such as Angry Birds, Fruit Ninjas, Timi Run Everyday, Zombie
vs. Plants, were amongst some of the popular games played by many people in
all sorts of places.
It seems obvious then, that games might be a potentially good place to sneak in
a little education, basic as it might be.
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Through research, games have been proven to be a great way to teach and learn.
A qualitative research on the educational value of two sexuality board games with
560 players in 11 countries revealed overwhelming enthusiasm for the games
from players and teachers, as well as indications of meaningful engagement and
increased understanding of the subject matter13.
However, in China, there would be very little chance of playing group games
during class, or board games outside of class during the school year. Mobile
games, on the other hand, are very popular. Not only are they popular amongst
people of all ages, they’re also very personal in their interaction. Unless players
choose to connect to social networks or link to scoring systems, no one else
would know about what someone was playing on their phone. This helps avoid
the awkwardness of talking to parents and teachers about sex, where they might
still treat it as something forbidden. Quick, short-lasting mobile games also
provide a platform where teenagers can spend limited time having fun, while
potentially learning something new.
Even in the United States, mobile games provide a great way to learn about sex
education, especially in areas that don’t provide sex education and
parents can not be depended upon to talk about sex in an open
and accepting manner.

WHY IT MATTERS
Sometimes I wonder if I hadn’t had those few awkward sex education classes
before moving back to China, would I have been in the exact same situation as
my friend? When I first moved back to China, many boys at the time thought that
because I grew up in an environment more open to sex, I would be more open to
engage in sexual activities. I wasn’t and because I grew up knowing that saying
no was alright, I had no problem voicing that.
More recently, I’ve begun to worry about the present. My brother is 13 this year
and in his first year of middle school in China, right around the age that a lot of
young teens start engaging in sexual exploration. The schools in China don’t teach
about sex education and my parents probably won’t teach him anything either.
There are so many things that could potentially go wrong such as accidentally
getting a girl pregnant or contracting an STI and not know about it - yet the idea
of having to give him the sex talk myself is extremely awkward and I don’t think
either of us would enjoy it very much. On the other hand, my brother spends an
absurd amount of time playing mobile games.
This is why - despite (and perhaps because of) my prudish tendencies - I want
to create a mobile game that will give young teens basic sex education that
they are lacking. I want to use mobile gaming as a way to cover the important
aspects of sex education, specifically: consent, sexually transmitted infections
and pregnancy and prevention. Originally I’d planned to create one mobile game
for each topic as a series, however I quickly realized that for the scope of this
thesis, it was overly ambitious. Therefore, I decided to focus on the topic of
sexually transmitted infections since it was easier to gamify the subject than the
other two topics. However, once I have the first game completed, I would like to
proceed to creating the other two in the future.
Sex is a natural human desire. Humans are biologically programmed to engage
in it. It is how we are able to keep our species alive and thriving. Engaging in
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sex has great benefits, from keeping your immune system in better shape, to
lowering blood pressure to lessening pain, amongst many other things.14 This
does not mean that humans should recklessly engage in sexual behavior though,
as like all things, there are negative aspects to sex, such as aforementioned
sexually transmitted infections and unwanted pregnancies. It is these negative
aspects that we, as a society, want to protect the younger generations from as
they have their whole lives ahead of them. However, denying that teens engage
in sex does not mean they do not engage in sex. Telling our teens not to have sex
will not mean they will not have sex. The only way that we can truly protect them
is to give them the knowledge and empowerment so they themselves can make
the right choices at the right time, whatever that may mean for them.
This is why, in a time where society still isn’t able to fully provide teens with the
knowledge they need to make choices for a future safe sex life, Tap That matters.
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1. HAPPYPLAYTIME

STANDING ON SHOULDERS OF GIANTS

HappyPlayTime15 was one of the very first sex ed-related
mobile game that I came across. It is a game that was
intended to be developed to teach women about female
masturbation. Throughout the game, you learn about the
female vulva and vagina as well as basic masturbation
techniques. The game was originally planned to be
Figure 1. Game upon
load complete.

developed for Android and iOS devices. Unfortunately,
Apple decided not to allow the game to be sold from their
app store, which is partly the reason for the large amount

SEX ED MOBILE GAMES & APPS

of media attention it received prior to its development.
However, the game has yet to be released on Google Play
even though it has been over three years since its first

Having never developed a game in my life, I began my thesis project by exploring

appearance in the media in 2013. From what I understand

current existing sex education games and mobile applications. This research has

the only version available is an online version which can

continued as my work progressed, resulting in many discoveries and learning

be found on HappyPlayTime.com. Furthermore, there has

new things. Currently, there are many sex education-related games, including

been no more media attention on the game and it remains

class based games and group-based games, from board games to card games.

difficult to pinpoint its popularity as it has only been

However, I will only be discussing mobile-related games and apps as groupbased board and card games do not suit my target audience and user
scenario.

Figure 2. Screen after
hitting Let’s Play in
Figure 1. You have the
option to play the game,
or learn lessons.

partially developed.
Pros:
1. HappyPlayTime has beautiful visuals that appeal to its
target audience.
2. HappyPlayTime developed massive media attention,
from Vice, The Guardian, to The Huffington Post amongst
many others way before the game had even been developed.
Many people looked forward to the game coming out,
though not necessarily its target audience.
Cons:
1. Though HappyPlayTime showed much promise prior to
its release online, the game play itself is a bit lacking. The

Figure 3. Game play
screen.

game mechanic involved swiping in a circular movement
around Happy’s (the character in the game) head as many
times as you can in a minute. Unfortunately, I ended up
being bored of the mechanic after one round of swiping,
yet still had 40-some seconds to go until the timer ran out.
I let the timer rundown after I filled the love meter twice.
Once it ended, it took me to a screen telling me how many
orgasms Happy had and told me I’d unlock a power up to fill
the love meter faster. Playing the game again involved the
exact same game mechanic, but with the ability to use a

Figure 4. Read lessons.
Very text-heavy.
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power up. There wasn’t enough challenge in the first round
for me to want to continue playing the game with the same
17

mechanic, even with a power-up.

game, STD Dodger, is available for play.

2. Though the game was designed for web browsers, it’s
not designed to be fluid, so I was stuck playing in a tiny

STD Dodger

rectangular section even on my phone, whose resolution

Luke Wilson describes his game for the CDC Game On!

is slightly larger than whatever device the game was

Challenge as:

designed on. This made the game not as appealing to play
as well, despite its lovely graphics.

Use condoms as shields and the act of getting STD

3. The “lessons” sections were very text-heavy and included

tested as bombs to help you survive as many levels as

scrolling, which I wasn’t able to scroll down on my phone
(though it worked in the browser). Reading all that text in

possible. By the end you'll be a master STD Dodger,

Figure 5. Main Screen

both on your phone and in real life18!

Figure 8. Game play
screen

such a small space was very unappealing and though I was
interested in the content, I had trouble reading through it.

I discovered this game a few months after I did away with

Visuals would’ve been much more helpful and appealing.

my first prototype, and I’m glad I did since it shared a
similar concept to STD Dodger, though STD Dodger is a lot
more fun than my first prototype. It is currently available on

2. MY SEX DOCTOR

the App Store for iOS, though since its availability in 2014, it
has yet to receive any reviews. It is not available for Android.

My Sex Doctor16 is a visually appealing app created for
Android and iOS users to provide sex and sexuality

Pros:

information to users. It has received positive reviews as of

1. Luke Wilson’s STD Dodger is fully playable, fully developed.

its latest update (October 15, 2015), receiving a 4.8/5.0 on
Google Play (though only from 4 reviewers) and about 50-

Figure 6. Sub-menu

2. The visuals are appealing.
3. Easy to understand game mechanics that becomes

100 installs on the Android environment17. There has not

challenging as levels increase.

been enough reviews on the App Store for iOS to display

4. Provides random facts about sexually transmitted

an average rating for the current version of the application
however.

infections.

Pros:

Cons:
1. Provides very minimal information about sexually

1. My Sex Doctor provides a wide range of topics regarding

transmitted infections and shows only one way of preventing

sex and sexuality, targeting content that teens might ask
specifically.

sexually transmitted infections.

Cons:

instance, in real life interactions, we would not be able to

1. The app is very text-heavy, which may be unattractive to
teens who don’t enjoy or feel like reading.

3. CDC GAME ON! CHALLENGE
Midway through developing my game, I stumbled upon
CDC’s Game On! Challenge in which game developers
were asked to develop a mobile game to teach young teens
about sexually transmitted diseases. The challenge had
unfortunately ended already, but there were 12 entries to

2. Provides very little in the way of real life context. For
Figure 7. Final level
providing answers to
common questions.
Text-based.

“see” sexually transmitted infections and dodge them.
3. Uses STI tests as bombs, which clears the screen of STIs,
which doesn’t relate to real life situations, since testing
does not get rid of existing sexually transmitted infections.
4. There is no fail in this game. If you hit an STI in the game,
you can continue to play and there are no real serious
consequences to player. There is also no way of removing
the sexually transmitted infections.
5. Received no reviews on Apple Store, suggesting that it is
not a very popular game.

use as a reference. Though the contest ended over a year
ago, as of March 2016, only the second-place winner’s
18
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OTHER GAMES

… AND LEARNING FROM THEM

DINER DASH

Though teaching sex education through mobile gaming and apps are not a

Tap That was inspired in part by games such as Diner

new concept, what currently exists leave a lot to improve upon. In general,

Dash , a strategy and time-management based game

current existing apps and games either suffer from a lack of a challenging and

where players play as Flo, a waitress working at a diner. As

fun gameplay, are lacking in the information they communicate or have very

Flo, players must earn enough points to move onto the next

unappealing visuals, as can be seen through the CDC Game On! Challenge

level, by serving customers as quickly as possible to make

submissions. Unfortunately, many mobile-based sex education games do not

sure they leave happily. I was very fortunate to be able to

exist anymore due to a lack of popularity in downloads resulting in a lack of

talk to one of the designers behind Diner Dash, Nicholas

maintenance. Many other games have never progressed into developmental

Fortugno and to learn about how the game mechanics

phase to be published.
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worked to keep players hooked onto the game. As of this
From existing sex education-related games, I learned:

paper, Diner Dash has received a 4.1/5.0 rating from over
17,000 reviews on the App Store for iOS

20

and a 4.1/5.0

stars rating on Google Play for Android devices from over

1. Choosing what information to incorporate into the game is important, as the

276,000 reviews .

key to creating a successful educational game is to ensure that the mechanics of

21

the game meshes tightly with the content the game is trying to teach26.

MONUMENT VALLEY

2. Marketing is important. Sex sells, but sex education does not. I need to focus

I was inspired by games like Monument Valley22 for the

on selling the game as simply a fun game to play rather than highlighting its

visual design of my games. Until discovering Monument

educational value to my target audience. Of course, I also need to be able to

Valley, I was never really interested in playing or designing

market the game to teachers and parents as educational.

games. However, the absolutely gorgeous visual language
that Monument Valley was made of opened my eyes to the

3. Good visuals can increase the attractiveness of the game, however no amount

potential of visually appealing games. Monument Valley

of good visuals can make a game with poor game mechanics appealing.

has received a rating of 4.5/5 stars from over 23,000
reviews on the App Store for iOS23, and 4.7/5 stars from

4. Players need to have a good sense of agency in the game. The game needs to

nearly 126,000 reviews on Google Play for Android24. It has

make the player feel empowered, that what their decisions will have an impact

also won numerous awards, from 2014 Apple iPad Game

on something.

of the Year to Innovation Award from GDC Awards 2015 to
Achievement in Art Direction Dice Awards 2014, amongst
many others25.
Top: Figure 9. Diner Dash.
Middle: Figure 10. Monument Valley. {1}
Bottom: Figure 11 Monument Valley. {2}
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FOREPLAY
According to the National Center for Health Statistics, in 2011–2013, 44% of
female teenagers and 47% of male teenagers aged 15–19 had experienced sexual
intercourse27. As such, my target audience are the 13-14 year-olds. My goal is to
provide these teens the information they need to make sure they are healthy and
safe before they become one of those 44% and 47% of 15-19 year-olds.
When I first started on this thesis project, I’d planned to develop the game for
web-based platforms. I quickly realized that this choice wasn’t ideal since I had
no experience with developing games, and coding a game from scratch would’ve
taken a lot more time than I had. As such, I began to look into game engines,
none of which I was familiar with. I decided to use Unity 3D, because of its
ability to export to multiple platforms (iOS, Android, Mac OSX, etc.), its
large community of users, and its support of 2D platform.

THE FIRST TIME IS ALWAYS ROUGH
My first prototype was different from the one in Tap That and it was after realizing
that the first concept was neither fun to play, nor was it communicating the right
message across to players that I came up with Tap That.

Concept
My very first concept was very much similar to that of Luke Wilson’s STD Dodger,
though at the time I was not yet aware of STD Dodger’s existence. In the game,
players played as a choosable avatar, trying to dodge the sexually transmitted
infections for as possible. The length of game depended on the player’s health
bar. Each time the player came in contact with an STI, their health would decrease
until they picked up a cure, which would cure them of whatever STI they had, or
if they had bumped into an incurable, but treatable STI, they would have to keep
collecting cures to keep their slowly dropping health rate up. Score was measured
by how long you survived in a healthy state and difficulty increased as the length
of time you survive increases. Reaching different survival times unlocked new
avatars and different power-ups. A mini-encyclopedia would also be included
in the game, where players can learn more about their avatars and the
different STIs and game elements that they come across.

Visual Design
I was very inspired by simple and clean visual elements that allowed
players to focus more on gameplay rather than be distracted by
the visuals. I wanted to create the visuals that would communicate
what each item was without the potential grossness that real-life
images might bring.
I also wanted the game to bright and colorful, to help make the
game a bit more approachable and appealing to younger audiences.
Above: Figure 12. Doodling ideas.
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User Testing

Top Left: Figure 13. Visual
inspiration: Alto’s Adventure.
Top Left: Figure 14. Visual
inspiration: Two Dots.

I managed to create a rough prototype in Unity to test this concept out. Though it
wasn’t fully fleshed out, it was enough for me to conclude the following:
1. The message of my game is not clear and/or specific enough. When I had
players test the prototype, players were puzzled with what the game was trying
to communicate in terms of information. Though players got a sense that STIs
were not a good thing, the way the game presented them was not very practical in
real life. Aside from doctors and people with certain health-related backgrounds,
no one really remembers what the different STIs are, or what their symptoms are.
In fact, in most cases, many infections don’t show symptoms, and the only way to
know for sure whether one is infected is to get tested. Therefore, simply having
players avoid the STIs presented no real practical knowledge.
2. The game mechanics of my game is not interesting/challenging enough. Not
only was the educational value of the game unclear, players who played the demo
found the game mechanics themselves were not very interesting or challenging
enough. There was a lack of a specific challenge, whether it was in the way the
player controlled the avatar, or the mechanics itself.
3. The overall framework of the game needed consideration. What was the story
behind the game, how would the game unfold throughout game play amongst
many other details of the game remained unclear and unfocused.
So I scratched the concept and went back to the drawing board to rethink the
game and concept.

Figure 15. Game play screen.
Figure 16. Player has
encountered new STI.
Figure 17. Player has been
infected with herpes.
Figure 18 Player upon death.
Figure 19. Game encyclopedia.
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I wanted to create a game that allowed players to become invested in the game.
Therefore I chose to have players play as a guardian angel in hopes that the idea
of bossing around caring for other people might make someone more aware of
what needs to be done. After all, many people have no clue what to do when it
comes to taking care of oneself, yet when it comes to telling other people what
to do, it seems to come naturally.
I also wanted to communicate anyone can be infected with a sexually transmitted
infection whether you are straight, gay, lesbian and regardless of race and culture.
This was made possible through managing multiple couples. Also, managing
multiple couples and have players repeat certain motions and steps, making it
great for imprinting information upon the brain.

IT GETS BETTER WITH PRACTICE

As for the monster, no game is truly complete without an adversary. The
monster provided a visible villain for players as well as an origin for where
sexually transmitted infections. I wanted to communicate the idea that sexually

Foreplay

transmitted infections could happen to anyone if they weren’t careful, but I also

With the first prototype, I concluded that the message that I wanted to teach

didn’t want to place the blame of origin on people. There’s enough stigma around

teens wasn’t very clear, so before I could continue with coming up with a game, I

STIs as it is.

had to first refine the information I wanted to pass on.
Tap That went through several names (The Sex Ed Game: STIs and Bumping
Instead of trying to teach players about different types of STIs, I wanted to

Uglies) before I finally settled on this name. The name is both a hint to how the

try to show that sex is a very natural part of life. However if you’re not careful,

game is played and also an innuendo for sex.

you could get sick from it. I wanted to show preventative measures that can be

Game Mechanics

taken to keep from gaining an STI, how to find out if you get an STI, and what
can be done if you get an STI. Compared to telling players what each STI was

Tap That is a one player local game. When the game starts, "buttons" with the

and their every symptom, this knowledge is a lot more practical. It also fits into

human charges are generated along with their mates. These pairs constantly

the National Sexuality Education Standards Core Content and Skills, K-12’s 8th

switch states at different rates. Players must keep up with the change and notice

grade curriculum. They define that by the end of 8th grade (usually teens of ages

when these pairs change into a state that requires action. At the bottom of the

13-14), students should be able to define STIs, including HIV. They should also

screen, there are tools which players must use on the human charges by tapping

be able to identify how they are and are not transmitted, identify medically-

on them and then tapping on the human charge that needs attention. The game

accurate information about STIs, including HIV and develop a plan to eliminate

requires a focus to detail and quick decision making as the number of human

or reduce risk for STIs, including HIV .

charges increases and the number of infections players have to keep track of
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increases through level. Each level is controlled by a timer. Players
This change in focus has led to Tap That, my current game concept, which I have

must ensure that at the end of the timer, all of their human charges

been refining ever since.

are healthy, thus ensuring the death of the monster. The game
introduces one or two new components and a new STI per level, thus

Concept

increasing the game difficulty. Further levels may also be created by
increasing the number of human charges players must take care of.

In Tap That, players take on the role of a guardian angel. As the guardian angel,
they are assigned human charges who go through stages of meeting other
humans, becoming intimate with them and eventually becoming sexually active.

Basic Elements

The guardian angel must ensure they stay healthy and alive as there is a monster

1. One player. The player avatar is not actually represented on screen.

who is intent on eating these humans by first infecting them with STIs. Players

It is only represented as a panel of usable tools at the bottom of the

must use vaccines, condoms, checkups, cures and treatments to make sure their

screen.

human charges stay healthy by the end of each level, thus starving the monster.
26

Figure 20. Sketch of game flow.
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feeding its hunger. The more humans that are sick, the larger it grows near the
2. Humans. These are generated in the beginning of the game and half of them are

end of the timer and vice versa.

constantly changing throughout the game. They proceed in states of meeting/
talking, getting intimate and finally end up in bed together. Some of them can be

6. Timer: This controls the game length and signifies the beginning and end of

single for periods of times. They also end in a stage of grief when they break up

game play.

or when their current mate dies.
i. Human charges: Human charges are on the left side of the pair of

7. Scoring: Scoring is based on how much time has lapsed between the time a

humans. Players are responsible for keeping these particular humans

human is sick and when the player treats the human, as well as whether they

healthy until the end of the game in order to win. These humans do not

accurately use tools.

change throughout the game. Human charges cannot be infected directly
by the monster, they can only be infected by human mates.
ii. Human mates: these humans are the humans that human charges
“meet” throughout the game. They come and go at different rates. They
are the only way to infect the human charges, as they can be randomly
infected by the monster.

Visual Design
The visuals for Tap That have been recycled from the first prototype, keeping
many of the same graphics and the same style. Feedback from users of various
ages and genders have been positive, so there has been no need to re-design the
visuals.

3. Tools. These consist of five tools: vaccines, checkup, condoms, cures and
treatments. Players tap a tool first and then tap the human that it needs to be
applied to.
i. Vaccines: Prevents human charges from getting certain STIs. Players
must apply it when they are not infected with Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B or
HPV for it to be effective. Applies only to Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B and HPV.
ii. Checkups: Checkups allow players to know what is wrong with the
human charges in order to apply a solution to bring the human charges
back into health.
iii. Condoms: Condoms prevent humans from passing STIs to each other.
iv. Cures: Cures certain STIs. Applies to Gonorrhea, Chlamydia, Hepatitis
C, Syphilis.
v. Treatments: Treats incurable infections and keeps humans in a healthy
state. Players must apply treatments consistently within a time frame
(TBD) in order to maintain a good health status. Applies to Herpes,
Hepatitis B and HIV.
4. Sexually Transmitted Infections: these cause health issues and make your
humans sick. Some produce visible symptoms.
5. Monster: This is an STI monster that is the origin for all STIs in the game. It
randomly infects human mates in order to make the human charges sick, thus

Figure 21. Game play screen.
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Figure 22. Upon winning current
level.

Figure 23. Upon level failure.
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User Testing I
I tested this game concept using a paper prototype at PlayTech during December
2015 with teens from the age of 12-17. I was also able to get feedback from
parents as well. Overall, the feedback I received from both teens and parents
were positive:
1. Target audience was on point. Players who were younger than 13 tended
to struggle with understanding sex in general, and needed extra explaining
about things such as condoms, how babies are made, etc. Players around 13-14
understood what the basic concepts of what sex was, and had a rough idea about
what contraceptives were. However they had little to no knowledge about STIs,
as well as how to deal with them, which is exactly what my game aims to provide.
Teenagers who were older than 15 had less of a learning curve when it came to
playing the game as they were more familiar with STIs. They were able to focus
more on the gameplay, putting their knowledge to use once they understood
how the game worked.
2. Game mechanics were engaging. Despite the minor learning curves that might
be required to play the game, teens from the ages of 13 and above had fun playing
my game and a few of the teens voluntarily played more than a few rounds.
3. Players learned something by playing the games. Even though some of the
players were older, and had already had a sex education class at school, they
were still able to learn something new that they might’ve missed or hadn’t been
covered during class. It was particularly rewarding when they responded with
“Oh, I didn’t know that!” with enthusiasm during the game.
4. Teens thought it was a better way to learn about STIs than in class. The teens
who played it said they would much rather learn about STIs through this game
than by learning it in class, as it tended to be more awkward during class, leading
to a lack of attention to the information being presented.
5. Visuals were appealing. Both teens and parents enjoyed the game visuals.
They liked how it gave a sense of what each item was, but without the goriness
of real-life images provided.
6. The name of the game that I had been using back then was not
appealing. Before I came up with the name Tap That, I had been simply
referring to the game as The Sex Ed Game: STIs, however when I
presented the game at PlayTech, it quickly became obvious that any
name with some form of education or sexually transmitted infections
in it was unappealing to teens, as I had teens glance at the name and
Figure 24. Stages in which
humans progress and cycle
through as well as which STIs and
power-ups can affect them.
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kept walking. Only later when they did sit down to play did they think
Figure 25. Play testing with paper prototypes
at PlayTech.

that the game was interesting and fun. This led me on a search for a
name that was related to my game, yet didn’t directly refer to the game as
31

“educational” or refer to anything obviously related to sexually transmitted

User Testing II

infections.

I user tested the first two levels of the game, as well as a tutorial level, with an
iOS and Android device at PlayTech during April 2016 with teens from the age of

As well as giving me a lot of positive feedback, a few of the teens also offered to

12-17. Some of the feedback I received included:

play test the game once the prototype for mobile devices was available.
1. The name of the game at the time had been Bumping Uglies and wasn’t very

Building the Game in Unity
After all the positive feedback I received from the play testing session, as well as

appealing to the younger audience since it wasn't clear what the game was about
or how it was played.

from various peers, I proceeded to refine the game mechanics and details a little
more before finally proceeding to building the demo in Unity. I chose to use C#

2. Though most players understood the game mechanics after playing the tutorial

instead of Unity’s version of JavaScript to code the scripts since there were more

level, some still struggled. A large part of this was due to the visual feedback not

resources available for C# than for JavaScript.

being strong enough.

This proved to be very challenging for me, as I had no prior experience with

3. Players would’ve liked to have seen more of a storyline to the game.

Unity or C#. Though I was familiar with coding logic from other languages,
understanding Unity and its quirks involved many nights of frustration. Though

In short, I needed to work on telling the story of the game as well as work on

the Internet is a great resource for troubleshooting and finding answers to

giving even more visual feedback throughout the game. I also needed to come

questions, Unity had recently upgraded versions and its coding semantics,

up with a name other than Bumping Uglies, since not only did it not resonate

rendering most previously existing documentation irrelevant. Fortunately, I had

with players, the name turned out to belong to another game already. However,

many peers who were familiar with the new Unity scripting, and they managed to

players thought it was a great way to learn about sex education and expressed

get me through the many times I was stuck on a chunk of code.

interest in playing a more developed version.

Figure 26. Building in Unity.

Figure 27.Play-testing on mobile phone and on desktop.
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The End is Not The End

MOVING FORWARD
As of now, I am working on improving the visual feedback during the game and
creating the storyline for the game, as well as fixing the myriad bugs that are
buried within the code for the game in order to generate the first few levels of
the game — all just for a demo version. In short, Tap That is still a bit far from
being released to the general public.
Moving forward, I face several challenges:
1. Further visuals must be developed and animations must also be included into
the game for a better gaming experience.
2. The game needs to be technically sound and stable, with a lack of bugs. For
scoring systems and integration with iOS App Store and Google Play for in-game
purchases, I would need more developer skills than I have at the moment.
3. Sharing and promoting the app will be difficult due to its subject’s state of
appeal.
In response to these challenges, I hope to find organizations to collaborate and
sponsor my game to further develop it. I also hope to find someone who has has

Figure 28.
Redesigned visuals
provide better
feedback than
previous versions.

more experience with developing games to speed up the process. With the help
of a proper developer, it will give me the freedom to focus more on marketing
and selling this game to my target audiences, as well as creating a better visual
experience. I hope to be able to distribute and release the English version of the
game within the next year or so on the iOS app store and Google Play for Android
and a Chinese version shortly after.
In the future, I would also like to create two more sex education-related mobile
games on the topics of consent and pregnancy and prevention, but for now, I
need to first focus on completing Tap That!
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CONCLUSION
Before this thesis project, I wasn’t into games very much. In fact, had someone
told me a few years ago that I would end up creating a game as my thesis, I
would’ve politely called them insane. This all changed when I started looking into
ways to provide teens whom have no access to sex education at school with an
appealing and alternative way to learn about safe sex. Gaming became an ideal
choice as it’s an enjoyable way to pass time and it makes a great environment
for learning:
Many experts believe that success in the twenty-first century depends
on education that treats higher order skills, like the ability to think, solve
complex problems or interact critically through language and media.
Games naturally support this form of education. They are designed to
create a compelling complex problem space or world, which players come
to understand through self-directed exploration. They are scaffolded to
deliver just-in-time learning and to use data to help players understand
how they are doing, what they need to work on and where to go next. Games
create a compelling need to know, a need to ask, examine, assimilate and
master certain skills and content areas. Some experts argue that games
are, first and foremost, learning systems, and that this accounts for the
sense of engagement and entertainment players experience.
There are other attributes of games that facilitate learning. One of these

There are three key moments in game play with important implications
for learning. The first is when a would-be player approaches a game and
expresses a wish to participate: “Can I try? Can I join in?” The second
moment comes when a player asks, “Can I save it?” In other words, “I’m
deeply invested in this experience, which has value and meaning, and I’d
like to pick up where I left off.” The third moment comes when a player
attains a level of mastery and offers advice to a novice: “Want me to show
you how?” A corollary to this moment occurs in the community of practice
that arises around games, when one player asks another, “How did you do
that? Will you teach me?”29
As far as Tap That goes, it remains to be seen how successful it will be received
by players such as my brother, as well as teens from different places in the world.
It also remains to be seen how effective Tap That is at teaching players about
sexually transmitted infections and making sure players retain knowledge. This
will require future testing once the game is complete. However, Tap That has so
far shown to be a much more enjoyable alternative to learning sex education
than in class, which is a great start. After all, sex is supposed to be a positive
experience, so why shouldn’t sex education be as well?

is the state of being known as play. Much of the activity of play consists
in failing to reach the goal established by a game’s rules. And yet players
rarely experience this failure as an obstacle to trying again and again, as
they work toward mastery. There is something in play that gives players
permission to take risks considered outlandish or impossible in “real life.”
There is something in play that activates the tenacity and persistence
required for effective learning.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX B

COMMON STIS
HPV

SYMPTOMS

SYPHILIS

1. Most HPV have no symptoms
and cause no harm
2. Some cause genital warts
3. Can cause possible cancer of

CHLAMYDIA

SYMPTOMS
1. Most people show no
symptoms
2. Abnormal vaginal discharge
with odor
3. Bleeding between periods
4. Painful periods
5. Pain when having sex
6. Itching or burning around
genital
7. Pain when urinating

HERPES

SYMPTOMS
1. Many people show no
symptoms
2. Tingling, itching or burning
3. Small blisters that turn into
sores that scab and heal within a
few weeks
4. Flu-like symptoms: fever,
muscle aches, etc.
5. Problems urinating
6. Eye infection

GONORRHEA

SYMPTOMS
1. Not all people have symptoms
2. Symptoms usually develop
2-10 days after exposure, but
can take up to 30 days to
develop
3. Greenish yellow or whitish
discharge from the vagina/penis
4. Lower abdominal or pelvic
pain
5. Burning when urinating
6. Bleeding between periods
7. Spotting after intercourse

HIV/AIDS

1. Sores on genitals or in or around
mouth
2. Copper penny rash typically on
hands and soles of feet
3. Rash
4. Moist warts in groin
5. White patches on inside of
mouth
6. Swollen lymph glands
7. Fever

HEPATITIS A

SYMPTOMS
1. Jaundice
2. Pain in belly
3. Loss of appetite
4. Nausea
5. Fever
6. Diarrhea
7. Fatigue

HEPATITIS B

SYMPTOMS
1. Jaundice
2. Pain in belly
3. Loss of appetite
4. Nausea
5. Fever
6. Diarrhea
7. Fatigue

HEPATITIS C

SYMPTOMS
1. Jaundice
2. Pain in belly
3. Loss of appetite
4. Nausea
5. Fever
6. Diarrhea
7. Fatigue

SYMPTOMS
1. Fever
2. Headache
3. Diarrhea
4. Nausea and vomiting
5. Fatigue
6. Aching muscles
7. Sore throat
8. Rash that doesn’t itch, usually
on torso
9. Fever
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